Quantitative Analysis of Doping-Induced Polarons and Charge-Transfer Complexes of Poly(3-hexylthiophene) in Solution
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ABSTRACT: The mechanism and the nature of the species formed by molecular doping of the model polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) in its regioregular (rre-) and regiorandom (rra-) forms in solution are investigated for three different dopants: the prototypical π-electron acceptor 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ), the strong Lewis acid tris(pentafluorophenyl)borane (BCF), and the strongly oxidizing complex molybdenum tris[1-(methoxycarbonyl)-2-(trifluoromethyl)ethane-1,2-dithiolene] (Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3). In a combined optical and electron paramagnetic resonance study, we show that the doping of rreP3HT in solution occurs by integer charge transfer, resulting in formation of P3HT radical cations (polarons) for all of the dopants considered here. Remarkably, despite the different chemical nature of the dopants and dopant--polymer interaction, the formed polarons exhibit essentially identical optical absorption spectra. The situation is very different for the doping of rraP3HT, where we observe formation of a charge-transfer complex with F4TCNQ and of a "localized" P3HT polaron on nonaggregated chains upon doping with BCF, while there is no indication of dopant-induced species in the case of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3. We estimate the ionization efficiency of the respective dopants for the two polymers in solution and report the molar extinction coefficient spectra of the three different species. Finally, we observe increased spin delocalization in regioregular compared to regiorandom P3HT by electron nuclear double resonance, suggesting that the ability of the charge to delocalize on aggregates of planarized polymer backbones plays a significant role in determining the doping mechanism.

INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconductors (OSCs) have advantages over inorganic semiconductors in terms of ease of processing, material flexibility, and cost, but they typically suffer from poor conductivity. Doping offers a solution to this problem, as the charge-carrier density, and thereby the conductivity, can be improved by controlled addition of p- or n-dopants. However, stable and reliable doping of OSCs is difficult to achieve, and the mechanism of molecular doping is currently not fully understood for some of the dopants that have been successfully used. Ideally, a conjugated molecule or polymer and a simple molecular one-electron oxidant or reductant (p- or n-dopant respectively) undergo integer charge transfer (ICT), i.e., complete transfer of an electron from the host to the dopant or vice versa. Experimental and theoretical studies during the past years support this scenario in some cases but indicate that in others the interaction of host and dopant can result in formation of a charge-transfer complex (CTC), in which the frontier orbitals of the host and the dopant interact, resulting in a partial charge transfer. With ICT, ionic species are formed directly and, upon their dissociation, the conductivity of the material increases. CTCs, on the other hand, are still electrically neutral, and additional thermal or optical excitation is required to create mobile charge carriers.

One of the most extensively investigated host:dopant systems is regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (rreP3HT) doped with the electron acceptor 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ). This system is special in several respects. First, F4TCNQ is a planar molecule, allowing for π--π stacking with the conjugated backbone of the organic semiconductor upon doping. In fact, early X-ray diffraction studies suggested that F4TCNQ forms a cocrystal with rreP3HT, though more recent studies have revised this...
picture, suggesting that the $F_2$TCNQ anions reside in the aliphatic side-chain regions of the solid doped layer.\textsuperscript{11,12} reP3HT, on the other hand, stands out because of its large conformational freedom, owing to the smooth variation of the potential energy as a function of the dihedral angle between subsequent thiophene units.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, if reP3HT is dissolved in common organic solvents such as chlorobenzene or chloroform, it adopts the twisted conformation of a worm-like chain. A characteristic feature of this state is the broad (Gaussian-like) and featureless UV–vis absorption spectrum, assigned to a distribution of conjugation lengths.\textsuperscript{14} The situation changes drastically when a poor solvent is added, upon which planarization of the polymer backbone accompanied by chain aggregation leads to a red-shifted and well-structured absorption spectrum, with the 0–0 transition at around 2 eV and a pronounced vibronic progression.\textsuperscript{15,16} Various groups reported a similar spectral change of the polymer absorption properties upon molecular doping of reP3HT in solution,\textsuperscript{8,9} potentially driven by the lower solubility of the doped (charged) backbone with its more planar quinoid form in the original solvent. It was proposed that the conformational transition to a more planar backbone and a larger conjugation length are required for efficient ICT,\textsuperscript{17} highlighting the importance of charge delocalization for the mechanism and efficiency of charge transfer. This might also explain why doping of short oligothiophenes with $F_2$TCNQ results exclusively in CTCs.\textsuperscript{10} In fact, when the ability of the polythiophene polymer backbone to planarize or aggregate is inhibited through steric hindrance, e.g., in regiorandom P3HT (rraP3HT), ICT by $F_2$TCNQ is strongly suppressed and CTCs are the primary products of doping.\textsuperscript{15,17}

Similar to the optical absorption of neutral P3HT, the spectral shape and position of the doping-induced NIR absorption features depend on the backbone conformation and intermolecular coupling. p-Doped conjugated polymers generally exhibit two polaron absorption features, P$_2$ and P$_1$. Recent theoretical studies assigned the high-energy feature (P$_2$) to an electronic transition from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of an adjacent neutral polymer segment (on the same chain) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the charged segment, while the low-energy peak (P$_1$) was attributed to an electronic transition from the same HOMO to an unoccupied gap state of the cationic unit.\textsuperscript{18} For $F_2$TCNQ-doped reP3HT (in aggregated solution and in the solid state), this P$_2$ feature consists of two peaks, with absorption maxima at 1.3 and 1.7 eV, and P$_1$ appears as a broad absorption peak at ca. 0.35 eV. Davydov splitting has been suggested as the reason for the presence of two closely spaced peaks in the P$_2$ absorption feature.\textsuperscript{19} The exact position and spectral weight of these absorption features depend, however, on the quality of polymer packing and intermolecular interaction, which are in turn determined by the degree of delocalization of the polaron in two dimensions competing with polaron localization due to the presence of the dopant anion.\textsuperscript{20–24} In doped rraP3HT films on the other hand, the absorption of doping-induced polarons is blue-shifted, displaying broad absorptions at 1.65 eV (unsplit P$_2$ band) and at 0.65 eV (P$_1$).\textsuperscript{25} This suggests that a more localized polaron is formed on individual disordered chains.\textsuperscript{20} The assignment of spectral features to the specific nature of the doping-induced species is, however, challenging in doped P3HT layers. This is due to the multicrystalline morphology of solid reP3HT layers, where crystalline and amorphous regions coexist and the result of doping also depends on the processing conditions. For example, while most studies in the past reported ICT to prevail in $F_2$TCNQ-doped reP3HT films,\textsuperscript{5,10,26} a recent report by Jacobs et al. showed that $F_2$TCNQ-doped reP3HT films are dominated by CTCs when processed from higher temperature solutions.\textsuperscript{27} A subsequent study by Neelamraju et al. suggested the coexistence of ICT and CTC states in $F_2$TCNQ-doped reP3HT films, with ICT dominating in the crystalline phase and CTC being prevalent in the amorphous regions.\textsuperscript{28} It has also been shown that the doping mechanism in polythiophene films can be varied between ICT or CTC by controlling the degree of interaction between the dopant and the polymer backbone via side-chain functionalization.\textsuperscript{29} Consequently, there is still an ongoing discussion regarding the exact nature of the species observed in doped samples via optical methods.\textsuperscript{26,27}

In this work, we combine high-resolution UV–vis–NIR, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopies to study the nature of the species resulting from p-doping of the model polymer P3HT in its regioregular (reP3HT) and regiorandom (rraP3HT) forms in solution. Ab initio calculations based on time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) complement our analysis. The two forms of P3HT differ mainly in their ability to aggregate and form ordered structures in solutions and films, thereby providing the opportunity to investigate the effect of intra- and intermolecular order on the dopant doping mechanism and the absorption properties of the resulting species. By studying the process in solution, we avoid the complexity of the multiphase morphology of solid P3HT films. Because rraP3HT chains always adopt a coiled conformation, doping-induced species in rraP3HT may serve as models for precursor states to polarons on doped reP3HT, which additionally undergo chain planarization/aggregation upon doping. We consider three types of molecular dopants: the well-known $F_2$TCNQ, the more three-dimensional molybdenum tris[1-(methoxycarbonyl)-2-(trifluoromethyl)-ethane-1,2-dithiolene] (Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$), and the Lewis acid dopant triis(pentafluorophenyl)borane (BCF).\textsuperscript{30–34} The chemical structures and energy levels of the dopants and polymers are shown in Figure 1a and 1b, respectively. Compared to the planar $F_2$TCNQ, Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$ exhibits a bulkier structure and a lower electron affinity (EA) (5.0 eV versus 5.2 eV).\textsuperscript{33,35} BCF, on the other hand, is not expected to dope P3HT because of its moderate EA (i.e., high LUMO) (ca. 3 eV).\textsuperscript{30} Despite this, results from UV–vis–NIR and EPR studies on BCF-doped reP3HT solutions and films suggested ICT with a fairly high ionization efficiency.\textsuperscript{7} Very recently, Yurash et al. reported that doping of the conjugated polymer poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-hexadecyl)-4'H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b']-dithiophene)-alt-4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDDBT) with BCF occurs in a multistep process.\textsuperscript{36} Initially, traces of water cause formation of BCF-H$_2$O, which has long been known to be a strong Brønsted acid and capable of oxidizing molecules such as ferrocene (the oxidation potential of which is similar to that of reP3HT), presumably with the generation of H$_2$O.\textsuperscript{37} In the case of PCPDDBT oxidation, it was suggested that there is an endothermic protonation step which results in a positively charged protonated polymer and a BCF–OH$^-$ anion, followed by an exothermic electron-transfer step in which a nearby neutral polymer chain (or segment) and the protonated polymer react to form a radical cation (polaron) and a neutral protonated radical species.\textsuperscript{38} As protonation was
proposed to occur on the thiophene ring of the polymer subunit, a similar mechanism can be envisioned for BCF doping of P3HT.

We find that despite the very different chemical nature of the dopants and the different possible doping pathways, all three dopants show similar optical features in rreP3HT, whereas they interact quite differently with rraP3HT. We identify three different optical signatures of doped P3HT solutions, investigate the nature of the species contributing to them by EPR, and use ENDOR spectroscopy on flash-frozen solutions to provide direct spectroscopic evidence for the degree of charge delocalization on the P3HT backbone.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Materials and Sample Preparation.** rreP3HT, with >96% regioregularity, weight-average molecular weight ($M_w$) of ca. 36 kDa, and a polydispersity index (PDI) between 2.0 and 2.4 purchased from Rieke Metals, and rraP3HT, with a ca. 1:1 ratio of head-to-head vs head-to-tail couplings, $M_w$ of 37 kDa, and PDI of ca. 2.2 purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, were used as received. The dopants F$_4$TCNQ, BCF, and bis-(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide acid (HTFSI) were purchased from TCI Europe and used as received, without further purification. The dopant Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$ was synthesized according to ref 33.

If not stated otherwise, the polymer and dopant were dissolved separately in chloroform (CF) and mixed according to the required doping ratios in an inert N$_2$ atmosphere. We used a fairly high concentration of the final solution to ensure that the absorbance of the doping-induced species is above the noise level while at the same time allowing for a fairly small dopant to polymer ratio of 1:100. The latter is important to rule out spin–spin interactions along the same polymer chain. The final P3HT concentration in the solutions was 2 g L$^{-1}$ (1.25 g L$^{-1}$ in 1:10 F$_4$TCNQ-doped rraP3HT), corresponding to a molar concentration of 12 mM, unless mentioned otherwise. Note that in the absence of the dopant, under the preparation and experimental conditions used in this study (i.e., room temperature solutions in CF, prepared freshly and measured within ca. 24 h), absorption spectroscopy did not reveal significant chain aggregation in rreP3HT solution. For all of the doped solutions, the duration between preparation and measurement was optimized for obtaining the strongest and most reliable NIR absorption. In the case of F$_4$TCNQ-doped rreP3HT and rraP3HT, the characteristic optical features appeared immediately after the dopant solution was added to the dissolved polymer and did not increase further with time. Instead, the BCF- and Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$-doped solutions were stirred slowly for about 24 h (doped rreP3HT) and 4 h (doped rraP3HT) in the glovebox (light on) before being measured. The Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$ anion (for subsequent UV–vis–NIR reference measurements) was generated by adding a few microliters of deionized water to a neutral Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$ solution (300 μL) in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran. Brønsted-acid (protic) doping was performed by directly adding 1–2 crystals of HTFSI into 500 μL of re- and rraP3HT solutions in CF. Care was taken to avoid exposure of HTFSI to ambient air by always handling it in the glovebox.

Temperature-dependent measurements were additionally performed in chlorobenzene (CB) solutions in order to be able to access higher temperatures.

**UV–vis–NIR Spectroscopy.** UV–vis–NIR absorption measurements were carried out in a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer. The solutions were transferred into 1 mm path length precision quartz cuvettes inside the glovebox and subsequently measured outside the glovebox. The background due to solvent contribution was subtracted from all data. The recorded spectra were analyzed using OriginPro. For the temperature dependence studies, the instrument was fitted with a temperature-controlled cuvette holder TCL 50 by Quantum Northwest. The solutions were maintained at each temperature for 10 min for equilibration and subsequently measured. Each measurement lasted ca. 7 min, so the total time at each temperature was ca. 17 min. Quantitative analysis of the spectra was done using the Beer–Lambert law. Additional information about the analysis is given in the SI.

**FTIR Spectroscopy.** Infrared absorption spectra were recorded in transmission mode with a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer at a resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$ using 256 scans and an aperture size of 1 mm. Measurements were performed in a liquid transmission cell (Omni-Cell Specac) in which doped P3HT solutions in CF were measured between two silicon windows with a 110 μm thick PTFE spacer. A background spectrum of CF measured under the same conditions was subtracted from all data.

**EPR and ENDOR Spectroscopy.** For the EPR measurements, 25 μL of the doped/undoped solution was transferred...
into a 2.9 mm o.d., 2.0 mm i.d. quartz EPR tube inside a glovebox, and the tube was then sealed with Critoseal. Room-temperature X-band continuous-wave EPR measurements were performed on a Magnetotech MS5000 spectrometer with a liquid-nitrogen-based temperature-control unit. The measurements were performed at a microwave power of 63 μW with a modulation frequency of 100 kHz and modulation amplitudes in the range from 0.005 to 0.05 mT depending on the sample. The number of spins was determined from the double integral in the range from 0.005 to 0.05 mT depending on the sample. The number of spins was determined from the double integral of the experimental spectrum, taking the experimental settings and the Q factor of the resonator, automatically recorded by the spectrometer software before each scan, into account.

Pulse EPR and Davies ENDOR measurements were performed at Q-band on a Bruker ElexSys E580 spectrometer equipped with a home-built Q-band ENDOR resonator. The samples were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and the measurements were performed at a temperature of 10 K using a continuous-flow helium cryostat and temperature-control system from Oxford Instruments. Further details about the measurement procedure and data evaluation are provided in the SI.

**Ab Initio Calculations.** Time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) calculations were performed using the package Gaussian16. The cc-pVTZ basis set was used in the calculations of protonated oligothiophene, while for the oligothiophene-F_{1}TCNQ complexes the cc-pVDZ basis set was adopted. The exchange-correlation potential was approximated with the range-separated CAM-B3LYP hybrid functional. Dispersion interactions were accounted for using the Grimme DFT-D3 scheme. All structures were relaxed until the residual forces were smaller than 10^(-5) Ha/bohr. The solvent was treated implicitly using the polarizable continuum model (PCM) with values of the dielectric constants ε_0 = 78.36 and ε_∞ = 1.78 for water and ε_0 = 4.71 and ε_∞ = 2.09 for chloroform.

### RESULTS

**UV−vis−NIR Absorption Spectroscopy.** The UV−vis−NIR spectra of rreP3HT solution doped with F_{1}TCNQ, Mo(tfd-CO_2Me)_3, and BCF in a ratio of 1:100, corresponding to one dopant molecule per 100 repeat units of 3-hexylthiophene (3HT), are shown in Figure 2a. This dopant concentration was chosen because of the fairly poor solubility of F_{1}TCNQ and of doped P3HT. All three systems exhibit the same NIR spectral features, albeit at different absorbances: a low-energy feature extending below 0.5 eV and a broad double-peak absorption in the range 1.25−1.75 eV. On the basis of previous studies, we assign these to the dopant-induced polaron on the P3HT backbone. Consistent with the literature, the F_{1}TCNQ-doped rreP3HT spectrum additionally shows the characteristic double peak of the F_{1}TCNQ radical anion at 1.4 and 1.6 eV. In the case of Mo(tfd-CO_2Me)_3 doping, the anion absorption peaks are around 1.25 and 2.0 eV,6,48 (see Figure S4) but are weak, and hence overshadowed by the signal of the P3HT polaron. As mentioned in our earlier work, there is no appreciable vis−NIR signal from a BCF radical anion, which is expected to occur at about 2.05 eV,36,49 in the BCF-doped rreP3HT solution. We finally note that all three spectra display the strong absorption of aggregated P3HT chains around 2 eV, which is absent in the undoped P3HT solution and therefore implies doping-induced aggregation.

Since all three doped rreP3HT solutions exhibit ICT features, we were able to analyze the spectra to estimate the ionization efficiency, i.e., the fraction of P3HT polarons formed per added number of neutral dopants. By making use of the known extinction coefficient of the F_{1}TCNQ anion and P3HT polaron (see ref 37 and SI section for details), we finally note that nearly 66% of the added F_{4}TCNQ molecules were found to form P3HT polarons, while nearly 61% of the added F_{1}TCNQ molecules went through the ionization step to form P3HT polaron and F_{1}TCNQ anion, consistent with earlier results. On the other hand, the P3HT polaron signal in solutions doped with Mo(tfd-CO_2Me)_3 and BCF corresponds to ionization efficiencies of only ca. 35% and 15%, respectively. Moreover, both BCF and Mo(tfd-CO_2Me)_3 do not dope instantly, in contrast to F_{1}TCNQ (see Figures 2 and S4). This may be a result of steric hindrance between the dopants and the polymer chains, but could also be related to the energy level offsets. For example, the lower EA of Mo(tfd-CO_2Me)_3 compared to that of F_{1}TCNQ implies a smaller driving force for electron transfer from the P3HT HOMO. In the case of BCF doping, a simple one-electron transfer cannot occur and, therefore, additional kinetic barriers are anticipated. We observed that white light illumination increases the doping efficiency in CF.
CO2Me)3-doped rraP3HT show no features in addition to the interchain interaction,20,23 the insensitivity of the doping-spectrum is sensitive to the degree of charge localization and same for all three dopant molecules. Since the P3HT polaron −
First, we note that the UV−vis−NIR spectra of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3-doped rraP3HT show no features in addition to the absorption of neutral rraP3HT and the neutral dopant (see Figure S5). This led us to conclude that Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 does not dope rraP3HT, which is consistent with the ionization energies and electron affinities shown in Figure 1b.

The UV−vis−NIR spectra of F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT at ratios of 1:100 and 1:10 in Figure 2b display pronounced sub-band-gap absorption bands, whose position and shape differ substantially from those in F4TCNQ-doped rreP3HT. The characteristic F4TCNQ-anion peaks are almost absent (a faint peak at ca. 1.4 eV is visible in 1:100 F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT). Instead, the vis−NIR absorption of F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT consists of a broad feature between 0.8 and 1.2 eV, probably composed of two peaks, and an additional broad peak at ca. 2.0 eV. Also, the characteristic peak of P3HT chain aggregation is missing. The absorption spectrum is reminiscent of the film spectrum of F4TCNQ-doped quaterthiophene (4T), which has been attributed to CTC formation.10 Similar UV−vis−NIR features (broad absorption bands at around 1.1 and 2.1 eV) have also been observed in F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT films28 and P3EHT (a polythiophene-derivative with branched side chains)29 and also assigned to CTCs.

To corroborate this hypothesis and to rationalize the experimental data, we performed a first-principles study on three thiophene oligomers (T) with an increasing number of rings, ranging from four (4T) to eight (8T), doped by F4TCNQ. We consider different lengths of the oligothiophenes to account for the random size of the regular regions in rraP3HT. The systems are modeled as bimolecular complexes, to account for the random size of the regular regions in rraP3HT. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Results of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54 We emphasize that these values are obtained for the isolated molecular pairs. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature on the same systems in vacuo.54

The optical spectra of doped rraP3HT reveal significant differences compared to the results obtained with rreP3HT. First, we note that the UV−vis−NIR spectra of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3-doped rraP3HT show no features in addition to the absorption of neutral rraP3HT and the neutral dopant (see Figure S5). This led us to conclude that Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 does not dope rraP3HT, which is consistent with the ionization energies and electron affinities shown in Figure 1b.

The UV−vis−NIR spectra of F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT at ratios of 1:100 and 1:10 in Figure 2b display pronounced sub-band-gap absorption bands, whose position and shape differ substantially from those in F4TCNQ-doped rreP3HT. The characteristic F4TCNQ-anion peaks are almost absent (a faint peak at ca. 1.4 eV is visible in 1:100 F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT). Instead, the vis−NIR absorption of F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT consists of a broad feature between 0.8 and 1.2 eV, probably composed of two peaks, and an additional broad peak at ca. 2.0 eV. Also, the characteristic peak of P3HT chain aggregation is missing. The absorption spectrum is reminiscent of the film spectrum of F4TCNQ-doped quaterthiophene (4T), which has been attributed to CTC formation.10 Similar UV−vis−NIR features (broad absorption bands at around 1.1 and 2.1 eV) have also been observed in F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT films28 and P3EHT (a polythiophene-derivative with branched side chains)29 and also assigned to CTCs.

To corroborate this hypothesis and to rationalize the experimental data, we performed a first-principles study on three thiophene oligomers (T) with an increasing number of rings, ranging from four (4T) to eight (8T), doped by F4TCNQ. We consider different lengths of the oligothiophenes to account for the random size of the regular regions in rraP3HT. The systems are modeled as bimolecular complexes, to account for the random size of the regular regions in rraP3HT. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54 We emphasize that these values are obtained for the isolated molecular pairs. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature on the same systems in vacuo.54

The optical spectra of doped rraP3HT reveal significant differences compared to the results obtained with rreP3HT. First, we note that the UV−vis−NIR spectra of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3-doped rraP3HT show no features in addition to the absorption of neutral rraP3HT and the neutral dopant (see Figure S5). This led us to conclude that Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 does not dope rraP3HT, which is consistent with the ionization energies and electron affinities shown in Figure 1b. The UV−vis−NIR spectra of F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT at ratios of 1:100 and 1:10 in Figure 2b display pronounced sub-band-gap absorption bands, whose position and shape differ substantially from those in F4TCNQ-doped rreP3HT. The characteristic F4TCNQ-anion peaks are almost absent (a faint peak at ca. 1.4 eV is visible in 1:100 F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT). Instead, the vis−NIR absorption of F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT consists of a broad feature between 0.8 and 1.2 eV, probably composed of two peaks, and an additional broad peak at ca. 2.0 eV. Also, the characteristic peak of P3HT chain aggregation is missing. The absorption spectrum is reminiscent of the film spectrum of F4TCNQ-doped quaterthiophene (4T), which has been attributed to CTC formation.10 Similar UV−vis−NIR features (broad absorption bands at around 1.1 and 2.1 eV) have also been observed in F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT films28 and P3EHT (a polythiophene-derivative with branched side chains)29 and also assigned to CTCs.

To corroborate this hypothesis and to rationalize the experimental data, we performed a first-principles study on three thiophene oligomers (T) with an increasing number of rings, ranging from four (4T) to eight (8T), doped by F4TCNQ. We consider different lengths of the oligothiophenes to account for the random size of the regular regions in rraP3HT. The systems are modeled as bimolecular complexes, to account for the random size of the regular regions in rraP3HT. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54 We emphasize that these values are obtained for the isolated molecular pairs. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54 We emphasize that these values are obtained for the isolated molecular pairs. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54 We emphasize that these values are obtained for the isolated molecular pairs. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54 We emphasize that these values are obtained for the isolated molecular pairs. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54 We emphasize that these values are obtained for the isolated molecular pairs. We checked that the presence of alkyl chains increases the amount of charge transfer, leading to results in better agreement with experiments. We also recall that the charge-transfer values computed from DFT are highly sensitive to the approximation of the exchange-correlation potential as well as to the adopted partition scheme. Differences of this kind explain the discrepancy between the results obtained here and those reported in the literature.54

Figure 3. (a) Optical absorption spectra from TDDFT of the 6T:F4TCNQ bimolecular complex in vacuo (light green) and in chloroform (dark green). (Insets) Respective optimized geometries. (b) Energy of the absorption peaks E1 and E2 as a function of the length of the doped oligothiophene in vacuo (light green) and in chloroform (dark green). Lorentzian broadening of 80 meV is applied to all spectra.
Now, extrapolating the trend shown in Figure 3b toward infinite chain lengths, it is clear that the absorption onset will not drop below 1 eV, as observed in the measurement (Figure 2b). We explain this behavior as due to the interactions between neighboring chains, not included in our model, which enhance the overall screening and thus red shift the spectrum by a few hundred millielectronvolts compared to the isolated system.35–37

Assuming that these interactions do not change the character of the excitations, we assign the plateau between 0.5 and 1.6 eV in the experimental spectra (Figure 2b) to peaks \( E_L \) and \( E_H \), i.e., to excitations with hybrid- and charge-transfer character. Moreover, we associate the increased absorption between 1.6 and 2.2 eV with \( E_H \), i.e., with intramolecular/interpolymeric excitations locally altered with respect to the undoped material due to formation of CTCs.

Next, we turn to the UV–vis–NIR spectra of BCF-doped rrP3HT solutions, shown in Figure 2c. The broad absorption seen between 1.25 and 1.75 eV for its regioregular counterpart is replaced by a single peak at 1.5 eV, and the low-energy absorption maximum blue-shifts to 0.6 eV. Again, there is no evidence for aggregation of the neutral polymer sections at ca. 2 eV. In addition, the doping-induced signal is rather weak for both the 1:100 and the 1:10 solution, indicative of either a low concentration of doped polymer segments or formation of a species with a very low oscillator strength. We were, however, able to increase the signal by a factor of 2 by light soaking/illumination as with BCF-doped rrP3HT solutions. As pointed out above, similar absorption features have been reported before and were assigned to polarons located in amorphous P3HT domains or individual chains.12,24,25 We had shown in an earlier publication that the pronounced double-peaked polaron absorption in the NIR region of BCF-doped rrP3HT solutions in CB transforms into a broad peak centered around 1.5 eV upon heating beyond 70 °C.37 This was accompanied by the suppression of the P3HT aggregate peak at 2 eV, which suggests a more localized P3HT polaron on individual nonaggregated chains as the origin of the characteristic NIR absorption we see in BCF-doped rrP3HT. This assignment was recently confirmed by absorption experiments on nonfiltered and filtered solutions of BCF-doped rrP3HT.19 Again, none of the spectra reveal additional peaks in the spectral range considered here, which is expected if the counterion is the BCF−OH− anion or a similar species, since these species are expected to absorb at higher energy.

Summarizing the results from optical spectroscopy, doping of rrP3HT with all three dopants induces the very same NIR absorption. This implies that the same polaron species (a delocalized polaron on planarized/aggregated chains) is formed on the polymer backbone. Importantly, the shape and spectral position of the doping-induced spectrum is independent of (1) the chemical structure of the dopant, (2) the nature of the doping process, and (3) the interaction of the dopant-derived anion with the positively charged polymer backbone. In contrast, the absorption spectrum of doped rrP3HT is strongly dependent on the dopant, suggesting formation of a CTC state and a more localized polaron on isolated polymer chains in the case of F4TCNQ and BCF, respectively. Except for the anion of F4TCNQ, the absorption spectra do not reveal any additional information on the existence and nature of other doping-induced species. This motivated a comprehensive study of the doped polymer solutions using EPR spectroscopy.

**EPR Spectroscopy.** Doping via ICT typically leads to formation of species with unpaired electrons in their ground state that give an EPR signal, whereas CTCs and bipolarons are diamagnetic and, therefore, EPR silent. By quantifying the amount of charge carriers with unpaired electron spins using EPR and comparing the results to the UV–vis–NIR measurements, the assignments of the observed absorption bands can be confirmed, and the ICT and CTC mechanisms can be distinguished. Moreover, the EPR spectral signatures are determined by the molecular environment of the unpaired electron, and precise information on the interaction of the unpaired electron with surrounding magnetic nuclei can be extracted using pulse EPR techniques, thereby providing insight into the chemical nature of the paramagnetic species formed during the doping process. Due to the above-mentioned influence of time and/or illumination on the ionization efficiency in some of the doped solutions, UV–vis–NIR and EPR measurements were typically performed in parallel using the same stock solutions.

The room-temperature continuous wave (cw) X-band EPR spectra recorded on rrP3HT solutions doped with \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \), \( \text{Mo}(\text{tdf-CO}_2\text{Me})_3 \), and BCF are compared in Figure 4a. Doping of rrP3HT with both \( \text{Mo}(\text{tdf-CO}_2\text{Me})_3 \) and BCF leads to an EPR signal at \( g = 2.0022 \), assigned to the radical cation on the P3HT backbone in agreement with the literature.58 In the case of \( \text{Mo}(\text{tdf-CO}_2\text{Me})_3 \)-doped rrP3HT, an additional signal with equal integrated intensity is present at \( g = 2.0085 \) and is assigned to the dopant radical anion based on comparison to literature values of similar monoanionic molybdenum complexes.59,60 The EPR spectrum of \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \)-doped rrP3HT shows a signal at a slightly larger \( g \) value of 2.0025 and an additional superimposed signal with resolved hyperfine structure. The latter was assigned to free \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \) anions in solution with a \( g \) value of 2.0303 and hyperfine couplings of 3.1 and 4.4 MHz to the four equivalent nitrogen and the four equivalent fluorine nuclei, respectively, based on additional measurements on the \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \) radical anion generated in THF solution (see SI and Figure S7 for details). Simulations reveal that this contribution of free \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \) radical anions amounts to only 1% of the spins present in solution (see Figure S8). The larger contribution is given by the signal at an intermediate \( g \) value with respect to the P3HT and \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \) radicals. Early EPR studies on TCNQ charge-transfer salts have interpreted similar observations in terms of exchange interactions between the ions with \( |\text{J}| \gg (g_I - g_S) \mu_B \), where \( |\text{J}| \) is the exchange coupling, \( (g_I - g_S) \) is the difference in \( g \) values between the two radical species, \( \mu_B \) is the Bohr magneton, and \( \text{B} \) is the applied static magnetic field.58–63 We therefore assign the observed signal to exchange-coupled \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \) radical anions and P3HT radical cations within the P3HT aggregates formed in solution upon doping. The close proximity of the dopant and the charge on P3HT after doping suggested by this is in accordance with the observation of low carrier mobilities in \( \text{F}_4\text{TCNQ} \)-doped P3HT, despite observation of a significant ionization efficiency.5 For \( \text{Mo}(\text{tdf-CO}_2\text{Me})_3 \)-doped P3HT, the observation of individual signals from the P3HT radical cation and dopant anion and the absence of broadening compared to the BCF-doped P3HT spectrum indicate that, if present, the exchange coupling is not sufficiently strong to affect the X-band EPR spectrum.

For BCF-doped P3HT, the EPR measurements revealed the presence of only the free radical cation on the P3HT backbone. This assignment was unambiguously confirmed by
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studies with UV−vis−NIR and EPR experiments on re- and rraP3HT solutions doped with the Brønsted acid dopant HTFSI. Figure 5a and 5b shows the UV−vis−NIR and EPR spectra of the HTFSI-doped P3HT solutions in comparison to BCF-doped solutions, respectively. The proposed reaction mechanism for protonic acid doping of P3HT is shown in Figure 5c. The UV−vis−NIR spectra of BCF- and HTFSI-doped rreP3HT solutions are found to be nearly identical with respect to spectral shape, both showing the characteristic ICT polaronic features (low-energy transition with a maximum below 0.5 eV, a broad shoulder at 1.25−1.75 eV, and an aggregate absorption at 2 eV). Moreover, the cw EPR spectra of HTFSI-doped solutions were found to be identical to the spectra recorded for BCF-doped P3HT, as shown in Figure 5b (see also Figure S10), indicating, in both cases, formation of P3HT radical cations as well as the absence of a second EPR signature attributable to another radical species such as the neutral radical on the protonated chain. The difference in the spin density distribution in the protonated neutral P3HT radical compared to the radical cation would be expected to lead to a change both in g values and in the extent of spin delocalization determined by ENDOR (vide infra), neither of which are observed experimentally. However, these findings are consistent with an overall reaction:

\[ \text{P3HT} + \text{HA} \rightarrow \text{P3HT}^{\bullet\bullet} + \text{A}^+ + 0.5\text{H}_2 \]

where HA = BCF-H_2O or HTFSI, similar to what has been suggested for the reaction of ferrocene and BCF-OH. It may well be that the reaction proceeds in a similar fashion to that suggested for PCPDTBT but that two neutral protonated radical species subsequently react together to eliminate hydrogen and regenerate neutral closed-shell P3HT. Alternatively, two protonated P3HT cations could react to give two polarons and H_2 or a protonated cation and a protonated radical could react to give a polaron, neutral P3HT, and H_2.

In Table 1, we compare the efficiency of rreP3HT polaron generation per dopant molecule determined from analysis of the NIR absorption spectra and from the spin concentrations obtained by EPR. Good agreement is found assuming that BCF creates one spin per ICT, while doping with F_4TCNQ and Mo(tfd-CO_2Me)_3 via ICT yields two radicals (the dopant radical anion and the P3HT radical cation), consistent with the EPR spectral assignments. Importantly, the close agreement between the doping efficiencies from optical spectroscopy and EPR rules out a significant contribution from bipolarons to the NIR region of the optical spectrum. With this information in hand, we recalculated the molar extinction spectrum of polaronic radicals in the system measured by EPR to obtain a more accurate estimate, as shown in Figure 6a.

Similar to the results of the UV−vis−NIR measurements, the EPR measurements on rraP3HT show significant differences compared to rreP3HT. The EPR signals observed in doped rraP3HT solutions shown in Figure 4b are significantly weaker than in the corresponding rreP3HT solutions for the same doping ratio (1:100). In the case of Mo(tfd-CO_2Me)_3-doped rraP3HT, the signal in solution seems to consist almost exclusively of the signal of a small quantity of the paramagnetic dopant anion at g = 2.0085 (presumably formed by adventitious reduction by water), in agreement with the UV−vis−NIR results. The presence of some doped rraP3HT
cannot be ruled out completely, but its concentration would be significantly lower than that of the dopant anion.

The EPR spectrum obtained for F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT can be decomposed into a contribution of the free F4TCNQ anion in solution, clearly showing a hyperfine structure attributable to coupling to four nitrogen and four fluorine nuclei and a contribution assigned to the radical cation on rraP3HT (see Figure S8) characterized by the same spectrum as that observed in the case of BCF-doped rraP3HT (vide infra). The two species contribute equally to the spectrum and are therefore due to ICT.

The corresponding spin concentrations are, however, orders of magnitude lower compared to doped rreP3HT (see Table 1), despite the rather large signal strength in the NIR absorption spectra. This is consistent with the assignment of the absorption features that dominate the NIR spectrum to a CTC, which would be EPR silent.

To further validate this, we conducted FTIR spectroscopy on the F4TCNQ-doped solutions. When F4TCNQ is ionized, the IR bands in the C≡N stretching region undergo a red-shift, where the magnitude of the shift is proportional to the degree of charge transfer $\delta$. In F4TCNQ-doped rreP3HT, the predominant peak is at ca. 2195 cm$^{-1}$ as shown in Figure S6 (vs 2227 cm$^{-1}$ for neutral F4TCNQ$^{10,66}$). This peak is widely assigned to the F4TCNQ anion, suggesting ICT with $\delta = 1.1^{10,67}$. In F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT on the other hand, the primary peak is centered at ca. 2210 cm$^{-1}$, corresponding to a degree of charge transfer $\delta$ of only 0.53 (see SI for details). This supports the assignment of the UV–vis–NIR features in Figure 2b to a CTC.$^{10}$

Table 1. Fraction of Doped P3HT per Added Dopant Molecule Estimated from UV–vis–NIR and cw EPR Spectroscopies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dopant</th>
<th>doped rreP3HT per dopant molecule</th>
<th>doped rraP3HT per dopant molecule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UV–vis–NIR, 1:100$^a$</td>
<td>EPR, 1:100$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4TCNQ</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCF</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Estimated from the UV–vis–NIR absorption spectra in Figure 2a (see SI section 1 for details). $^b$Calculated from the number of spins on P3HT determined by quantitative EPR from the spectra in Figure 4a and 4b by considering two spins generated per dopant for F4TCNQ and Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$, and one spin per dopant for BCF-doped solutions. The reported error estimate is calculated as the standard deviation from individual measurements.

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of UV–vis–NIR absorption spectra of rre- and rraP3HT solutions (in chloroform) doped with BCF and HTFSI (Inset) Chemical structure of HTFSI. (b) Comparison of X-band room-temperature cw EPR spectra recorded on solutions of rreP3HT and rraP3HT doped with BCF or HTFSI. Signal intensities normalized by the Q factor and modulation amplitude are compared in the top part of the graphs, and normalized spectra are shown in the bottom part for comparison of the spectral shapes. See the Experimental Methods and the SI for additional experimental details. (c) Possible reaction mechanism between P3HT units and BCF or HTFSI, following refs 38 and 65, wherein a P3HT chain is first protonated, leading to the creation of a spinless protonated polymer cation (brown) and a negatively charged BCF–OH$^-$ complex. Subsequent electron transfer from a neutral chain or segment results in a P3HT radical cation (golden) and a neutral protonated radical (gray) that is converted to diamagnetic products in further reaction steps (see text for details).
on the polymer concentration and the degree of aggregation.

...neutral, aggregated, and nonaggregated P3HT chains, which will contribute diversity to the polymer concentration and the degree of aggregation.

Figure 6. Molar extinction coefficient of a polaron on (a) reP3HT and (b) rraP3HT, determined using the concentration of spins in doped P3HT (see Table S2) obtained from EPR spectroscopy. (c) Molar extinction spectrum of the CTC formed between F4TCNQ and rraP3HT, calculated from the optical absorption of different data sets with the presumption that every dopant forms one complex. Note that above 1.7 eV the absorption becomes dominated by neutral, aggregated, and nonaggregated P3HT chains, which will contribute differently to the spectra depending on the polymer concentration and the degree of aggregation.

The low EPR signal strength for the BCF-doped rraP3HT solution is consistent with the low absorption strength of the NIR feature and indicates a low concentration of doping-induced P3HT polarons. If we associate each polymer polaron to formation of one spin, the calculated molar extinction coefficient spectrum of the spin-carrying moiety exhibits a reasonably high absorption strength, comparable to that of the doped rreP3HT samples (see Figure 6b). This supports the assignment of the below-band-gap absorption feature in BCF-doped rraP3HT to a polaron on rraP3HT. The differences in the strength and shape of the spectra of the different samples in Figure 6b may in part be due to the low absorbance of the 1:100 BCF-doped solution which causes an uncertainty in the background correction but could also indicate differences in chain conformation/interactions depending on the concentration and nature of the doping-induced species. For example, only the segments with long-range order presumably undergo ionization at low doping concentrations, whereas also the shorter and more disordered chain segments get ionized at higher doping concentrations, hence resulting in a broader distribution of chain lengths in the latter case.
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is to distort the molecular backbone of the donor or, depending on the site, even to break the conjugation (Figures S11–S13). These mechanisms lead to a segregation of the frontier orbitals and to a consequent splitting of the first absorption peak into two excitations (one of them is dark or very weak) at lower and higher energies with respect to the onset of the neutral species (details and further analysis are in the Supporting Information, section S5). Notably, none of the considered scenarios explains the appearance of a strong absorption well below the absorption onset of the neutral species (Table S3). As such, our TDDFT calculations rule out a significant contribution from protonated chains to the sub-band-gap absorption in the BCF-doped thiophenes. We conclude that prolonged illumination of BCF/HTFSI-doped rraP3HT causes byproducts of yet unknown origin.

**ENDOR Spectroscopy.** The above results show distinct differences in the optical absorption of doping-induced species on rreP3HT and rraP3HT. In particular, the observation of a pronounced aggregate absorption peak at 2.0 eV and the red-shifted $P_1$ transition of doped rreP3HT solutions in chloroform suggests formation of highly delocalized polarons. As mentioned earlier, various groups proposed the importance of charge delocalization on the mechanism and efficiency of charge transfer. However, experimental evidence for this conclusion is limited. Here, we used the pulse EPR technique electron nuclear double-resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy to estimate the extent of spin delocalization of the P3HT radical cation for the different combinations of polymer host and dopant. The results of Q-band $^1$H Davies ENDOR measurements performed on flash-frozen solutions of doped rre- and rraP3HT (in CF) are compared in Figure 7a and 7b, respectively.

ENDOR measures the strength of the hyperfine coupling between the unpaired electron spin and the magnetic nuclei, in this case the protons on the polymer backbone. Each proton contributes to the ENDOR spectrum with two lines centered at the nuclear Larmor frequency ($\nu_{1H}$) and split by the hyperfine coupling. Therefore, contributions near the Larmor frequency correspond to weakly coupled nuclei, while the outer edges of the ENDOR spectra are determined by those protons most strongly interacting with the unpaired electron. In P3HT, the ENDOR spectrum is mainly due to the $\alpha$-protons on the thiophene rings and the corresponding hyperfine couplings are directly proportional to the spin density on the adjacent carbon, therefore allowing determination of the spin density distribution on the polymer backbone. Since the spin density is distributed over multiple thiophene rings, several protons with a range of different hyperfine coupling strengths contribute to give an ENDOR spectrum without clear features that could be assigned to individual protons. Nevertheless, the width of the spectrum is still determined by the largest proton hyperfine coupling and scales with the number of thiophene rings over which the electron is delocalized. This leads to a narrow ENDOR spectrum in the case of extensive delocalization and to a broader spectrum in the case of localization of the unpaired electron on a shorter segment of the polymer chain.

The ENDOR spectra recorded for frozen rreP3HT solutions with the four different dopants have an almost identical width, indicating a similar extent of delocalization. This is in line with the identical shape and spectral position of the polaron absorption spectra with the different dopants, shown in Figures 2a and 6a. Differences in the central region of the ENDOR spectra recorded for the different dopants are likely due to different distributions of distant, weakly coupled protons and, in the case of F$_4$TCNQ and Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$, contributions from protons weakly coupled to the dopant anions arising from partial spectral overlap. In the case of Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$, additional contributions from fluorine couplings in the dopant radical anion can be observed around the $^{19}$F Larmor frequency (ca. 3 MHz lower than the $^1$H Larmor frequency at the magnetic field of the experiment). The ENDOR spectra corresponding to the small fraction of radical cations on rraP3HT generated by doping with F$_4$TCNQ, BCF, and HTFSI are significantly broader compared to those obtained for rreP3HT, indicating a decrease in the extent of delocalization. Following the approach described by Aguirre et al. for determination of the extent of spin delocalization from $^1$H ENDOR spectra of $I_2$-doped rreP3HT, we estimated delocalization over about 12 thiophene rings in the case of rreP3HT, in agreement with their results, and a reduced delocalization over about 6 thiophene rings in the case of rraP3HT (see SI section 6 for further experimental details). Lower signal-to-noise ratio for the spectra in (b) is due to the significantly smaller number of spin-carrying moieties in doped rraP3HT solutions.

![Figure 7. Q-band $^1$H Davies ENDOR spectra recorded on frozen chloroform solutions of rreP3HT (a) and rraP3HT (b) doped with F$_4$TCNQ, BCF, HTFSI, or Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$ at a doping ratio of 1:100 (and 1:10 for rraP3HT) at a temperature of 10 K. ENDOR spectra were recorded at the maximum of the EPR signal of the P3HT radical cation at a magnetic field around 1213.5 mT (see SI section 6 for further experimental details). Lower signal-to-noise ratio for the spectra in (b) is due to the significantly smaller number of spin-carrying moieties in doped rraP3HT solutions.](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp035177)
strength of the doped rraP3HT samples is much weaker, implying that the concentration of these polarons is low and that polarons likely do not represent the main doping-induced species. These results support the hypothesis that doping with the ICT mechanism is favored in polymers permitting extensive charge delocalization, while in systems with limited charge delocalization such as in oligomers or strongly disordered polymers, inefficient charge-transfer mechanisms prevail.

**DISCUSSION**

To summarize the main results, we find that all three dopants (F4TCNQ, BCF, and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3) introduce essentially identical polaronic species in rreP3HT in chloroform solution, as indicated by the close agreement of the molar extinction coefficient spectra in Figure 6a, the EPR spectra in Figure 4a, and the ENDOR spectra in Figure 7a. The excellent agreement of the optical spectra in shape, oscillator strength, and peak position rules out a strong contribution from other doping-induced species to the NIR optical absorption. It has been previously shown that in BCF-doped rreP3HT solutions, polarons on nonaggregated chains contribute moderately to the NIR absorption spectrum (depending on the doping ratio and the polymer concentration). On the other hand, Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 does not induce such localized polarons under any of the conditions studied here (see Figure S4 and below). Therefore, the overall contribution of localized polarons to the extinction spectra in Figure 6a must be very small. Other possible species contributing to the NIR absorption may be bipolarons. As per spectroelectrochemistry results in the literature, bipolarons exhibit a broad spectrum with a continuous increase of the absorption strength with decreasing photon energy and a low-energy absorption peak at around 0.7 eV. Such a contribution is inconsistent with the distinct shape of the optical absorption spectra in Figure 6a. We, therefore, assign the NIR optical absorption of our doped rreP3HT samples in chloroform entirely to delocalized polarons on P3HT aggregates, irrespective of the choice of the dopant molecule.

On the other hand, our experimental results hint at the occurrence of different interactions between the dopants and rreP3HT. For example, EPR shows the presence of an exchange interaction of the P3HT radical cation with the F4TCNQ anion, whereas there is no evidence of such strong interactions of the spin-carrying species in the case of the other two dopants. The lack of a second spin-carrying species in the BCF-doped solutions differs from the situation proposed for PCPDTB and may reflect a similar doping mechanism with an additional step involving H2 loss. Yet, the NIR absorption spectra are identical for all three dopants in solution. This is in contrast to solid doped rreP3HT layers, which often reveal differences not only in the exact shape of the P2 double-peak feature but also in the position of the P1 transition, depending on the doping concentration and conditions.

Given the absence of these effects in our solution studies, our data suggest that the exact nature and the optical absorption of the doping-induced polarons on rreP3HT in the solid state is influenced by mechanical strain and the unavoidable heterogeneity of the solid films. It has been shown recently that the broad double-peaked P2 transition is due to polarons on aggregated polymer chains. The presence of the solvent will allow these aggregates to relieve any mechanical stress and adopt a thermodynamically stable conformation, which then enables the formed polarons to delocalize along, and possibly among, the neighboring polymer backbones.

In rraP3HT, on the other hand, the type of species formed depends largely on the choice of the dopant. The planar F4TCNQ predominantly generates a CTC with the polymer, whereas doping with BCF or HTFSI yields a low concentration of P3HT polarons, which are more localized compared to that in aggregated rreP3HT. The preference for CTC complex formation in F4TCNQ:rraP3HT is consistent with the higher IE of rra- vs rreP3HT. The bulky Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is consistently found to not dope rraP3HT, in agreement with electron affinity and electrochemical data, while CTC formation is likely precluded by the bulky 3D shape of the dopant molecule. The absence of a peak at 2 eV (assigned to doping-induced chain aggregation) in any of the doped rraP3HT solutions shows that the rraP3HT chains are unable to planarize and form aggregates.

rraP3HT and rraP3HT represent extreme cases. This raises the question of whether other doping-induced species can form
under other conditions. Additionally, given the fact that the rraP3HT chains in solution are also in the twisted (non-aggregated) conformation prior to addition of a dopant, one may ask whether a species similar to that observed in rraP3HT solutions is a necessary precursor to the delocalized polarons on aggregated rraP3HT. On the same note, one might wonder whether the different species (delocalized polaron, localized polaron, and CTC) may be interconverted when deliberately changing the degree of chain aggregation. Finally, the low doping efficiency in rraP3HT is often attributed to the inability of the rraP3HT chain to planarize/aggregate and thereby delocalize the polaron, which in turn suggests that polarons cannot be efficiently formed at a high density on individual, nonaggregated chains. To address these questions, we complemented our study by performing UV–vis–NIR absorption and EPR experiments on doped rraP3HT solutions as a function of temperature. Increasing the temperature increases the solubility of the compounds due to entropic effects while also providing thermal energy to induce a larger twist of the backbone and reduce the effective conjugation length.

We previously reported temperature-dependent absorption spectra of 1:100 BCF-doped rraP3HT in chlorobenzene (CB) solution, CB being chosen because of its higher boiling point. The characteristic changes of the optical absorption features upon heating have been interpreted in terms of a temperature-induced deaggregation of the P3HT chains. Figure 8a and 8b shows temperature-dependent measurements on 1:100 BCF-doped rraP3HT solutions (selected spectra from this experiment are also shown and discussed in ref 19). In agreement with the earlier interpretation, comparison to the spectra in Figure 6a and 6b shows that polarons on aggregated P3HT dominate the absorption at room temperature, while the absorption at 100 °C is entirely determined by the more localized polaron on isolated chains (Figure S16). Notably, the spectra at intermediate temperatures can be fitted as a superposition of these species showing the coexistence of polarons on aggregated and individual chains (Figure 8a and Figure S17) with no evidence for any other species being formed. Increasing the temperature leads to an increase in the contribution from the latter at the expense of the former (see Table S4). Cooling of the solution from 100 °C is accompanied by a slow recovery of the initial absorption peaks, although the process is not completely reversible. This is consistent with the notion of an irreversible reaction of the formed dopant species.

We observe a similar behavior while heating a 1:100 F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT solution in CF (see Figure S18), which also undergoes rapid dedoping upon heating. Cooling the solution back to room temperature restores the original spectrum, showing that doping and dedoping of P3HT with F4TCNQ is fully reversible, in contrast to the case of BCF doping as discussed above.

Interestingly, the absorption spectrum of F4TCNQ:reP3HT in CB is dominated by the characteristic absorption features of a polaron on nonaggregated chains even at room temperature, as confirmed by the near absence of the P3HT aggregate peak at 2 eV and the spectral location of the P1 transition at 0.6 eV (see Figure 8c). Our spectra are reminiscent of the results of optical absorption measurements on F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT in CB by Wang et al., where the NIR absorption was, however, attributed to P3HT bipolarons. Absorption spectroscopy by Müller et al. suggested a higher degree of aggregation (and stronger doping) in CB solution (compared to CF). These experiments were, however, conducted at 50 °C and lower polymer concentrations (0.012 mg mL−1). Previous studies as well as the results presented in this work demonstrate that the solution temperature and polymer concentration affect the degree of aggregation and the type and concentration of doping-induced species. Hence, we believe that at room temperature and intermediate polymer concentrations of 2 mg mL−1, F4TCNQ-doped rraP3HT chains are more solvated in CB than in CF. The NIR region of the room-temperature optical spectrum can be reconstructed by considering contributions from the delocalized and the localized polaron absorption as ca. 3% and 23% of the original F4TCNQ dopant concentration, respectively. This agrees very well with the quantitative EPR results which show that ca. 20 ± 1% of the employed dopants yield polarons on P3HT (Figure S19). Heating the F4TCNQ:reP3HT solution in CB causes a sudden decrease of the absorption strength at ca. 70 °C while not affecting the shape of the spectrum (Figure S20a). At the same time, the spin concentration measured by EPR exhibits a sharp drop (see Figure S20b and S20c). Cooling back to room temperature restores the initial spectrum, implying that the process of doping and dedoping with F4TCNQ is reversible. However, in contrast to the heating scan, the characteristic absorption of the CTC can be nicely discerned at 35–45 °C in the cooling cycle. Analysis of the NIR region reveals that the spectra in this temperature range consist almost entirely of CTC with up to 40% of the added dopants forming CTCs (Figure S21b). At lower temperatures (<35 °C), this signal is superimposed on the absorption signal from localized polarons and is accompanied by a progressive reduction of the CTC contribution. Notably, the heating–cooling cycle of the 1:100 F4TCNQ:reP3HT system in CB exhibits a pronounced hysteresis. While the absorption from the localized polaron is stable upon heating up to a temperature of 60 °C, it is only at 30 °C in the cooling cycle that a strong polaron signal reappears (see also the result from EPR in Figure 20b). Given that the restoration of this species follows the appearance of the CTC, we speculate that the CTC is indeed the precursor to localized polarons in F4TCNQ-doped reP3HT.

The situation is once again different when heating and cooling a rraP3HT solution doped with Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in CF (Figure S22). Here, the NIR spectra show only the contribution from the delocalized polaron on the P3HT aggregates with the absorption strength depending on temperature and time. In agreement with the slow polaron formation at room temperature (Figure S4a), the polaron signal is restored only slowly upon cooling, suggesting an energetic/kinetic barrier for polaron formation. Note that we did not find significant doping-induced NIR absorption signals in Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3-doped reP3HT solutions in CB.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we used optical, FTIR, and EPR spectroscopies to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the doping mechanism of reP3HT and rraP3HT solutions with F4TCNQ, BCF, and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3. This allowed us to identify three distinct optical signatures of P3HT, assigned to delocalized polarons (ICT), localized/isolated P3HT polarons, and charge-transfer complexes, and estimate their molar extinction coefficient values. Our high-resolution UV–vis–NIR and EPR measurements confirmed that all three dopants consistently form the same predominant species (i.e.,
delocalized polaron) in rraP3HT solution, wherein the chains are free to aggregate. However, when the ability of the polymer chains to aggregate is suppressed, (e.g., due to steric hindrance as in rraP3HT or at higher temperatures) the polymer–dopant interactions become more critical, as reflected by the reduced doping (ionization) efficiency, and/or CTC formation. This was further demonstrated by the proton hyperfine couplings measured by ENDOR spectroscopy, which showed that doped rraP3HT indeed exhibits a more extensive spin delocalization when compared to doped rraP3HT. Thus, the local morphology in the polymer chain is a more crucial parameter in determining the doping mechanism than the shape or size of the dopant molecule. On a broader scale, our findings demonstrate the close interplay between the dopant, the chain conformation, and the microstructure on the outcome of the semiconductor/dopant reaction.
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